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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

H3K36 methylation and the chromodomain 

 protein Eaf3 are required for proper cotranscriptional  

spliceosome assembly 

 

by 

 

Calvin Siu Leung 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2019 

Professor Tracy L. Johnson, Chair  

 

In the nucleus of the eukaryotic cell, spliceosome assembly and the subsequent catalytic steps 

of precursor RNA (pre-mRNA) splicing occur cotranscriptionally in the context of a dynamic 

chromatin environment. A key challenge in the field has been to understand the role that 

chromatin and, more specifically, histone modification plays in coordinating transcription and 

splicing. Despite previous work to decipher the coordination between these processes, a 

mechanistic understanding of the role that chromatin modification plays in spliceosome assembly 

has remained elusive.  

Histone H3K36 trimethylation (H3K36me3) is a highly conserved histone mark found in 

the body of actively transcribed genes, making it a particularly attractive candidate for having a 

role in the regulation of pre-mRNA splicing. Although there have been reports that H3K36me3 

influences alternative splicing, the underlying mechanisms have remained elusive. Moreover, 
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despite the prevalence of this mark on actively transcribed genes across eukaryotes, there has 

not been a mechanistic dissection of its potential role in constitutive splicing. Here we describe 

how we have addressed these questions and uncovered a core role for H3K36 methylation 

(H3K36me) in splicing in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae). 

RNA-seq analyses of yeast strains deleted of the histone methyltransferase SET2 or 

harboring a mutation at the residue lysine 36 revealed widespread and overlapping splicing 

changes. Through a combination of RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, and biochemical analyses, we 

determined that the H3K36me effects on splicing are not due defects in transcription, but rather 

to loss of binding of the chromodomain protein Eaf3. We further show that Eaf3 interacts with the 

splicing factor Prp45, the human ortholog of SKIP. Consistent with this, Eaf3 is required for the 

cotranscriptional recruitment of the Prp Nineteen Complex (NTC), which is required for 

spliceosome activation. Hence, loss of H3K36 methylation has a direct and crucial role in 

spliceosome assembly. We demonstrate a central role for a highly conserved histone modification 

in constitutive pre-mRNA splicing. We also show that the reciprocal is true—splicing affects 

chromatin state.  

 Although it is established that spliceosome assembly occurs cotranscriptionally, a 

question that remains is how the activities of the proteins that regulate the dynamic 

rearrangements of the spliceosome are modulated by transcription and the state of the chromatin. 

Prp43, an ATPase involved in spliceosome disassembly, has been implicated at numerous steps 

in the splicing cycle and is therefore an interesting target in the regulation of splicing. Our study 

aims to determine whether Prp43 plays a role in directing spliceosome rearrangements via 

chromatin interactions and how interactions between Prp43 and chromatin may affect splicing 

outcomes. We show that Prp43 associates with chromatin in an RNA-independent manner, but 

splicing-dependent manner. Furthermore, we observed that Prp43 interacts with H3K36me3, 

possibly for its role in spliceosome disassembly. 
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An introduction to pre-mRNA splicing. 

Pre-mRNA splicing is a fundamental process of gene regulation which involves the excision of 

introns within pre-mRNA and ligation of exons to generate a mature RNA product. This reaction 

involves two consecutive SN2-type transesterification reactions and is catalyzed by the 

spliceosome, a large RNA-protein complex composed of five small nuclear ribonucleoproteins 

(snRNPs) and many associated protein cofactors (Will and Lührmann, 2011). In vitro studies have 

show that the snRNPs and other splicing factors assemble on the pre-mRNA is an ordered fashion 

(Bindereif and Green, 1987; Brow, 2002; Pikielny et al., 1986). This assembly is dependent on 

conserved sequences present within the intron: the 5′ splice site (5′SS), branch site (BS), and 3′ 

splice site (3′SS) (Frendewey and Keller, 1985; Lamond et al., 1987). The U1 snRNP assembles 

on the 5′SS and the U2 snRNP subsequently binds to the BS, forming the pre-spliceosome (A 

complex). The U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP is then recruited to the A complex to form the pre-catalytic B 

complex. Following dynamic rearrangements within the B complex, the U1 and U4 snRNPs are 

destabilized and the activated spliceosome (BACT complex) is generated. The nineteen complex 

(NTC) and NTC-associated factors are also recruited with the tri-snRNP and are required for 

stable association of U5 and U6 with the spliceosome after U1 and U4 disassociation (Chan et 

al., 2003). The BACT complex undergoes additional remodeling to generate a catalytically activated 

spliceosome (B* complex). The B* complex catalyzes the first step of splicing which results in the 

catalytic step I spliceosome (C complex). The C complex is then remodeled into the catalytic step 

II spliceosome (C* complex). The C* complex catalyzes the second step and exon ligation occurs, 

which results in a post-catalytic spliceosome (P complex). The intron lariat spliceosome (ILS 

complex) is generated following release of the ligated exon from the P complex. The spliceosome 

is then disassembled and the individual snRNPs and splicing factors are recycled for another 

round of splicing (Figure 1.1). 
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 Eight highly conserved DExD/H RNA-dependent ATPases are essential to directing the 

conversion between the various spliceosomal complexes (Cordin and Beggs, 2013). DEAD-box 

ATPases Sub2 and Prp5 are involved in recognition of the BS during formation of the pre-

spliceosome (Libri et al., 2001; Perriman et al., 2003). DEAD-box ATPase Prp28 and DEIH-box 

ATPase Brr2 facilitate rearrangements during the transitions from the pre-spliceosome to the BACT 

complex (Raghunathan and Guthrie, 1998; Staley and Guthrie, 1999). DEAH-box ATPases are 

important for remodeling the pre-mRNA and spliceosome during the catalytic steps. Prp2 and its 

co-activator Spp2 are required for spliceosome activation before the first transesterification 

reaction (Kim and Lin, 1996). Prp16 is required for the second step of splicing (Schwer and 

Guthrie, 1991). Prp22, the first ATPase involved in spliceosome disassembly, triggers release of 

spliced mRNA (Company et al., 1991). Prp43 and its co-activators Ntr1 and Ntr2 trigger release 

of excised intron lariat and disassembly of the ILS complex (Arenas and Abelson, 1997; Tsai et 

al., 2007).  

 Aberrant splicing of substrates leads to generation of noncanonical RNA species, which 

may be detrimental for cellular survival. For example, translation of aberrant RNAs may lead to 

production of non-functional polypeptides. In addition, RNA mis-splicing has been implicated in 

human disease (Singh and Cooper, 2012). Therefore, the spliceosome has evolved quality control 

mechanisms (proofreading) to ensure assembly of complexes on proper substrates and to reject 

complexes that have assembled on suboptimal substrates. Several studies have linked DExD/H 

RNA-dependent ATPases in proofreading during pre-mRNA splicing (Cordin and Beggs, 2013; 

Semlow and Staley, 2012). Prp5 is involved in proofreading the interaction between the U2 

snRNP with the BS during pre-spliceosome formation (Liang and Cheng, 2015). Prp28 proofreads 

the 5′SS:U6 snRNA interaction (Yang et al., 2013). Prp16 rejects substrates prior to 5′SS cleavage 

when the rate of 5′SS cleavage is slow (Koodathingal et al., 2010). Prp22 enhances fidelity of 

exon ligation by proofreading the 3′SS and BS (Mayas et al., 2006). Prp43 cooperates with both 
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Prp16 and Prp22 to discard suboptimal substrates from the spliceosome and disassembles the 

stalled spliceosome (Semlow and Staley, 2012). Prp43 therefore acts as a general disassembly 

factor since it is involved in both release of the lariat-intron and discard of suboptimal substrates.  

Recently, advances in cryo-EM technology has enabled researchers to elucidate the 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S. pombe), S. cerevisiae, and human structures of the 

spliceosome at various stages of the splicing cycle at near atomic resolution (Fica and Nagai, 

2017; Yan et al., 2019). These cryo-EM snapshots reveal the extensive interplay between the 

protein components and RNA elements of the spliceosome in its many intermediate stages. The 

structures not only show the overall architecture of the spliceosome, but also the reveal the 

organization of the splicing active site, the coordination of the two catalytic metal ions (Hang et 

al., 2015; Yan et al., 2015), and recognition of intronic and exonic sequences within the pre-mRNA 

(Fica et al., 2017; Galej et al., 2016; Hang et al., 2015; Wan et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2015; Yan et 

al., 2016, 2017). The structures also show how the active site of the spliceosome is remodeled 

following the action of many ATPases involved in the splicing pathway and how Prp8 plays a 

central role as a structural toggle to promote the catalytic activity of the spliceosome (Fica et al., 

2017; Galej et al., 2016; Jia and Sun, 2018). These structures, along with the previous genetic 

and biochemical work over the past four decades, have enhanced our understanding of the 

mechanisms of spliceosome assembly and splicing catalysis.  

However, a limitation to these structures is that they were imaged as isolated complexes 

and therefore nuclear interactions between the spliceosome and other nuclear proteins are not 

shown. This is important because spliceosome assembly and catalysis occur cotranscriptionally, 

and hence the spliceosome assembles in close proximity to the transcription machinery and the 

chromatin template. In Chapter 2 we discuss how cotranscriptional association of the splicing 

factor Prp45 to the splicing machinery is facilitated by the chromodomain protein Eaf3.  Prp45 is 

an intrinsically disordered protein and the recent cryo-EM structures show that Prp45 spans the 
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entire spliceosome and interacts with several proteins and snRNAs (Wan et al., 2016; Yan et al., 

2015; Yan et al., 2016). However, since these structures were elucidated as an isolated complex, 

Prp45’s potential interactions with chromatin and chromatin factors cannot be determined. In 

addition, given the intrinsically disordered nature of Prp45 (Wan et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2015; Yan 

et al., 2016), Prp45 may facilitate formation of non-membrane, liquid-phase separated 

compartments in the nucleus. It is possible that Eaf3 facilitates a high local concentration of Prp45 

at sites of transcription such that it is poised to rapidly stabilize the spliceosome during activation.  

In this model Prp45 and Eaf3 may form phase separated condensates at sites of transcription for 

spliceosome activation. Because cryo-EM determines structures of isolated biomolecular 

complexes, potential interactions, such as those in condensates, are not observed.  

In the past several years, it has been clear that many splicing factors have additional 

functions outside of splicing. For example, the human ortholog of Prp45 is SKIP, which has been 

implicated in both transcription and splicing (Brès et al., 2005; Nagai et al., 2004). Prp19, a core 

component of the nineteen complex (NTC), has been reported to have roles in splicing, 

transcription, and other processes in the cell (Chanarat and Sträßer, 2013). While the recent cryo-

EM structures have given us insight into the architecture of the spliceosome in great detail, further 

work needs to be done to characterize interactions between the spliceosome and non-splicing 

factors and to understand how the multiple functions of particular splicing factors affect their 

activities in splicing.  

Spliceosome assembly and splicing catalysis occurs co-transcriptionally. 

In the nucleus, spliceosome assembly and the subsequent catalytic steps of splicing occur co-

transcriptionally (Herzel et al., 2017; Merkhofer et al., 2014; Perales and Bentley, 2009; Wallace 

and Beggs, 2017). ChIP assays have been used to show that U1, U2, and the U4/U6*U5 tri-

snRNP and non-snRNP splicing factors are recruited co-transcriptionally to the nascent RNA in a 
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step-wise manner in vivo (Görnemann et al., 2005; Gunderson and Johnson, 2009; Gunderson 

et al., 2011; Kotovic et al., 2003). In fact, in S. cerevisiae, single-molecule sequencing revealed 

that most intron-containing transcripts are spliced as soon as RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) is 129 

nucleotides downstream of the 3′SS (Alpert et al., 2017; Oesterreich et al., 2016). These 

observations confirm that splicing and transcription rates are closely coordinated.  

Models for coupling splicing to transcription. 

Here, we discuss two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms to explain coupling of splicing and 

transcription. 

Kinetic model 

Because splicing catalysis and transcription are closely coupled, changes in RNAPII elongation 

may influence nascent RNA processing by affecting splice site identification by the splicing 

machinery. Insertion of DNA sequences to delay synthesis of a downstream splicing regulatory 

element in the α-tropomyosin gene results in alternative exon inclusion, suggesting tight temporal 

coupling between transcription and splicing (Roberts et al., 1998). In a global analysis, inhibition 

of RNAPII elongation with 5,6-dichloro-1-β-D-ribofuranosyl-benzimidazole (DRB) or camptothecin 

(CPT) allows more time for the spliceosome to associate with the nascent pre-mRNA and results 

in increased inclusion of alternative exons, which have weaker strength of splice sites compared 

to the average strength of splice sites of constitutive exons (Ip et al., 2011). Alternatively, 

treatment with trichostatin A (TSA) increases chromatin accessibility due to histone 

hyperacetylation and leads to decreased exon inclusion (Schor et al., 2009). In a more direct 

approach, use of a slow RNAPII mutant inhibits skipping of a cassette exon in the fibronectin gene 

(de la Mata et al., 2003). Similarly in yeast, slow RNAPII mutants suppress exon inclusion of the 

two-intron gene DYN2 (Howe et al., 2003). 
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These studies suggest a “window of opportunity” model by which slow RNAPII allows more 

time for splice site recognition, while fast RNAPII compresses this time. However, this is not 

always the case. A recent study by the Kaplan group suggested that both slow and fast RNAPII 

mutants decreased RNAPII occupancy and reduced elongation rate (Malik et al., 2017). RNA-seq 

analysis of transcripts from both slow and fast RNAPII mutants revealed that there are overlapping 

effects on inclusion of alternative cassette exons, suggesting that there is an optimal RNAPII 

elongation rate for pre-mRNA splicing (Fong et al., 2014). The discordance between these studies 

on the kinetic model of splicing may be because changes in elongation rates may also affect 

binding of splicing inhibitors and activators, thus affecting exon inclusion or exclusion. 

The studies described previously have been examples of experimental manipulations that 

alter transcription and splicing. In a biological scenario, UV-induced DNA damage reduces 

RNAPII elongation through CTD hyperphosphorylation and affects cotranscriptional alternative 

splicing for a subset of genes (Munoz et al., 2009). In another biological scenario, reduction of 

canonical histones levels leads reduced RNAPII elongation rate, resulting in RNA processing 

defects (Jimeno-Gonzalez et al., 2015).  

Recruitment model via the CTD of RNAPII 

In this coupling mechanism, splicing factors physically interact with the transcription machinery to 

affect co-transcriptional splicing. The C-terminal domain (CTD) is the largest subunit of RNAPII 

and comprises 26 to 52 tandemly repeated heptapeptides (Phatnani and Greenleaf, 2006). The 

CTD may also act as a binding scaffold for various nuclear factors and truncation of the CTD 

leads to defects in transcription, as well as in RNA splicing, 3′ end processing, and transcription 

termination (McCracken et al., 1997). In mammals, 22 tandem repeats are sufficient for proper 

transcription, splicing, and 3′ end cleavage of pre-mRNA reporters (Rosonina and Blencowe, 

2004). The CTD undergoes extensive posttranslational modification (mainly phosphorylation) 
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which can affect its many functions (Hsin and Manley, 2012). Generally, the CTD is 

phosphorylated at the Ser5 (S5P) position at the beginning of genes by kinase Cdk7/Kin28 and 

is then increasingly phosphorylated at the Ser2 (S2P) position by kinase Cdk9/Bur1 during 

transcription elongation.  

This differential phosphorylation of the CTD also corresponds with association of different 

mRNA processing factors (Komarnitsky et al., 2000). In vitro splicing assays suggest that 

hyperphosphorylated RNAPII stimulates pre-mRNA splicing by affecting early steps of 

spliceosome assembly (Hirose et al., 1999). Interestingly, proteomic analysis of purified human 

RNAPII have revealed that RNAPII associates with serine-arginine (SR) proteins, which are 

essential splicing factors, and components of the U1 snRNP (Das et al., 2007). A study of the 

phosphorylated CTD interactome in yeast showed that U1 components physically interact with 

S5P CTD  (Harlen et al., 2016). In a more recent study by the Proudfoot and Carmo-Fonseca 

groups, it was proposed that S5P CTD (but not S2P) associates with components of active 

spliceosomes (protein and snRNAs) (Nojima et al., 2018). By performing mass spectrometry 

immunoprecipitation of RNAPII isoforms following MNase-treatment of chromatin, it was observed 

the U5 snRNP and most components of the BACT and C complexes preferentially associate with 

S5P CTD (Nojima et al., 2018). Together, these studies are consistent with the cotranscriptional 

formation of splicing intermediates via interaction with the CTD.  

Regulation of splicing through chromatin. 

Spliceosome assembly and splicing occur co-transcriptionally in the context of a dynamic 

chromatin environment. The fundamental unit of chromatin is the nucleosome. A nucleosome unit 

is composed of an octamer of two copies each of core histone proteins: H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 

and 147 bp of double-stranded DNA which wraps around the octamer. Nucleosomes not only 

compact DNA into the nucleus of a eukaryotic cell, but also act as a passive barrier to transcription 
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factors, RNAPII, and other proteins (Talbert et al., 2019). Nucleosomes must be disassembled or 

displaced by ATP-dependent remodelers, histone modifications, and histone variants in order for 

efficient RNAPII elongation (Workman, 2006).  

 There is a growing body of evidence that has linked chromatin to splicing regulation. The 

average length of a human internal exon is 145 nt which is close to the amount of DNA that is 

wrapped around a single nucleosome (Lander et al., 2001). In mammals, nucleosomes are 

preferentially placed on exons relative to introns (Andersson et al., 2009; Tilgner et al., 2009). 

Furthermore, nucleosomes occupy constitutively spliced exons more frequently than alternatively 

spliced exons (Schwartz et al., 2009). Exons flanked with weak splice sites also have more stable 

nucleosome occupancy compared to exons with strong splice sites (Tilgner et al., 2009). These 

studies suggest that nucleosomes interfere with RNAPII elongation by acting as “speed bumps” 

and may be important for exon definition in mammals. The preferential positioning of nucleosomes 

on exons may direct the splicing machinery to exons and support their splicing by slowing down 

RNAPII during elongation. Although it has been unclear whether exons are preferentially occupied 

by nucleosomes in yeast, a recent study from our group shows that the histone variant H2A.Z is 

positioned near splice sites and the branch site in non-ribosomal ICGs (Neves et al., 2017). A 

similar pattern of H2A.Z occupancy has been described in fission yeast (Nissen et al., 2017). Loss 

of H2A.Z leads to defective splicing of suboptimal introns possibly due to altered splicing kinetics; 

the spliceosome disassembly ATPase Prp43 discards these substrates with stalled spliceosomes 

(Neves et al., 2017; Nissen et al., 2017). 

Regulation of splicing by histone posttranslational modifications and DNA methylation. 

There has been an increasing body of evidence implicating histone posttranslational modifications 

(PTMs) in regulating splicing. N-terminal histone tails that protrude from the nucleosome core can 

be posttranslationally modified to influence chromatin structure and accessibility. Some PTMs 
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that have been identified on histones include: acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, 

ubiquitylation, sumoylation, and proline isomerization (Kouzarides, 2007). Specific PTMs are 

enriched in different parts of a gene. For example, H3K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) is enriched at 

transcription start sites (TSSs) from yeast to humans and is a predominant feature of active 

promoters (Karlic et al., 2010; Santos-Rosa et al., 2002). The highly conserved Set1 protein 

contains a SET histone methyltransferase domain that catalyzes the mono-, di-, and tri-

methylation of H3K4 (Shilatifard, 2012).  Although H3K4me3 is found predominantly at TSSs, loss 

of H3K4me3 has little effect on transcription levels (Clouaire et al., 2012). In another study, it was 

found that H3K4me3 does not influence transcription in vitro (Pavri et al., 2006). However, there 

may be a role for H3K4me3 in regulating pre-mRNA splicing in mammalian cells. H3K4me3 has 

been proposed to recruit CHD1 to the 5′ end of active genes and depletion of H3K4me3 or CHD1 

reduces splicing efficiency due to less stable association of the U2 snRNP with chromatin in 

human cells (Sims et al., 2007). However, the direct link between CHD1 binding to H3K4me3 and 

splicing has been unclear in both humans and yeast. Another histone methylation modification 

that has been implicated in affecting splicing is H3K36 methylation (H3K36me). H3K36 

trimethylation (H3K36me3) is globally enriched in exons even after correcting for increased 

occupancy of nucleosomes in exons (Spies et al., 2009). H3K36me3 is also enriched in the gene 

body of actively transcribed genes, highlighting its potential role in regulating cotranscriptional 

splicing (Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009; Weiner et al., 2015). More detail on the role of H3K36me 

on splicing will be described in subsequent sections. 

Other histone modifications besides methylation have also been shown to affect pre-

mRNA splicing. In yeast, H2B monoubiquitylation (H2Bub1) is important for efficient recruitment 

of the U1 and U2 snRNPs onto nascent pre-mRNAs (Hérissant et al., 2014). In human cells, 

H2Bub1 levels are reduced in exons and correlate with RNAPII pausing at exons, suggesting 

differential RNAPII kinetics at exons compared to flanking introns (Fuchs et al., 2014). Acetylation 
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by histone acetyltransferase Gcn5 is also required for proper co-transcriptional recruitment of U2 

snRNP in yeast (Gunderson and Johnson, 2009; Gunderson et al., 2011). In mammals, 

knockdown of Gcn5 leads to changes alternative splicing during ESC reprogramming due Gcn5’s 

role in directly regulating splicing factor gene expression (Hirsch et al., 2015). Histone 

hyperacetylation by Hu proteins lead to increased RNAPII elongation rate and decreased 

alternative exon inclusion in the Nf1 gene in neuronal cells (Zhou et al., 2011). Altogether, these 

studies suggest two non-mutually exclusive models by which histone PTMs can regulate splicing: 

(1) an adaptor model where PTMs can directly recruit splicing regulators to chromatin and (2) 

altering RNAPII kinetics. 

DNA methylation has also been shown to affect splicing. DNA methylation is an epigenetic 

mark that is enriched in actively transcribed genes and is critical for regulating gene expression 

(Zemach et al., 2010). Interestingly, DNA methylation signals are stronger on exons compared to 

introns and are affected by the GC content of exons and flanking introns (Gelfman et al., 2013). 

It has also been shown that DNA methylation is enriched at 5′ SSs and depleted at 3′ SSs (Laurent 

et al., 2010). One potential mechanism by which DNA methylation regulates splicing is by 

recruiting methyl CpG-binding proteins which then can recruit histone modifying enzymes to affect 

RNAPII elongation rate. Another non-mutually exclusive model is that DNA methylation directly 

recruits splicing factors. For example, methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) directly interacts 

with the splicing factor Prpf3 and this interaction is important for regulating alternative splicing in 

mammalian brain (Long et al., 2011). 

The role of H3K36 methylation in splicing regulation. 

H3K36me is a histone PTM that is conserved from yeast to humans. H3K36me3 is found in the 

middle to 3′ end of coding genes and its presence is correlated with active transcription (Weiner 

et al., 2015). In S. cerevisiae, the histone methyltransferase Set2 is responsible for the mono-, di-
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, and trimethylation of H3K36 (Strahl et al., 2002). In mammals, SETD2 mediates H3K36me3, but 

not H3K36me1 or H3K36me2 (Edmunds et al., 2008). Unlike in yeast, other histone 

methyltransferases are present in higher eukaryotes to mediate the mono- and dimethylation of 

H3K36 (Wagner and Carpenter, 2012). Set2 interacts with RNAPII via its Set2‒Rpb1 interacting 

(SRI) domain, and this interaction is necessary for its cotranscriptional methylation of H3K36 

(Kizer et al., 2005). The phosphorylation state of the CTD of RNAPII also plays a role in regulating 

H3K36me. Partial deletion of the CTD of RNAPII or mutation of Ser2 of the CTD repeats results 

in reduced Set2 binding to RNAPII and significant reduction of H3K36me (Li et al., 2003).  

 One of the most well-studied functions for Set2 is to suppress cryptic transcription in yeast. 

The chromodomain protein Eaf3 in the Rpd3S histone deacetylase complex is recruited to coding 

regions via interaction with H3K36me (Carrozza et al., 2005; Joshi and Struhl, 2005; Keogh et al., 

2005). Recruitment of the Rpd3S complex is necessary for histone deacetylation in transcribed 

regions following transcription in order to suppress spurious internal transcription from cryptic start 

sites (Carrozza et al., 2005; Joshi and Struhl, 2005; Keogh et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007). Loss of 

Set2 also results in genome-wide transcription of antisense RNAs initiated from within coding 

regions and have been annotated as Set2-repressed antisense transcripts (SRATs) (Venkatesh 

et al., 2016). Presence of SRATs, however, does not affect abundance of sense transcripts 

(Venkatesh et al., 2016). In Drosophila, histone replacement revealed that H3K36me does not 

suppress cryptic transcription, suggesting that H3K36me may not be required for regulating 

pervasive transcription initiation in metazoans (Meers et al., 2017). Besides its role in preventing 

cryptic transcription, H3K36me has also been implicated in other functions in the cell including 

DNA damage response, DNA methylation, mammalian development, and splicing (Dhayalan et 

al., 2010; Hu et al., 2010; Jha and Strahl, 2014; Luco et al., 2010; Pai et al., 2014). 

H3K36me3 was first described to alter alternative splicing of the FGFR2 gene in fibroblasts 

via an “adaptor model” through recruitment of the chromodomain-containing protein MRG15 and 
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polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTB) (Luco et al., 2010). Depletion of H3K36me3 by RNAi 

knockdown of SETD2 resulted in inclusion of PTB-dependent exons in FGFR2 (Luco et al., 2010). 

In another study that proposed an adaptor model for H3K36me3, it was suggested that the PWWP 

domain of Psip1/Ledgf binds to H3K36me3 and recruits splicing factor SRSF1 to regulate 

alternative splicing (Pradeepa et al., 2012). Genome-wide studies have also identified H3K36me3 

to be important for proper splicing (Guo et al., 2014; Simon et al., 2014).  

BS69/ZMYND11 was proposed to bind to H3.3K36me3 via its PWWP domain and 

subsequently recruit U5-snRNP protein EFTUD2 to chromatin to regulate intron retention (IR) in 

HeLa cells (Guo et al., 2014). Mutation of SETD2 in human kidney cancer cells led to variation in 

chromatin accessibility over gene bodies and was associated with widespread RNA processing 

defects, including aberrant splicing (Simon et al., 2014). Interpretation of the results involving 

SETD2 mutation is complicated by the fact that SETD2 also targets the histone variant H3.3 in 

mammals.  

More recently, a study in S. cerevisiae proposed that H3K36me is required for proper 

splicing of a reporter gene and that deletion of SET2 led to defects in the co-transcriptional 

recruitment of U2 and U5 snRNP proteins to nascent pre-mRNA (Sorenson et al., 2016). 

Interestingly, studies by the Bentley and Carmo-Fonseca groups found that inhibition of splicing 

affects normal distribution of H3K36me3 on coding genes in mammalian cells, suggesting a 

potential feedback loop between splicing and histone modifications (de Almeida et al., 2011; Kim 

et al., 2011). However, the potential role of splicing in H3K36me has not been explored. 

 Although much work has been done correlating H3K36me and changes in splicing, a 

thorough mechanistic dissection of how this histone modification regulates constitutive splicing 

(i.e. splicing of most introns in eukaryotes) has been elusive. SET2 is nonessential in yeast, which 

makes yeast an attractive model organism for the vigorous study of the effects of H3K36me on 
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splicing. In Chapter 2, we present a novel mechanism by which H3K36me regulates co-

transcriptional splicing in S. cerevisiae (Leung et al., 2019). We show that loss of H3K36me leads 

to widespread accumulation of unspliced pre-mRNA. We suggest an adaptor model where 

H3K36me recruits the chromodomain protein Eaf3 to intron-containing genes (ICGs). We show 

that deletion of EAF3 phenocopies the splicing effects of mutation of H3K36 and that Eaf3 

physically interacts with the splicing factor Prp45. We also show that Eaf3 is required for proper 

co-transcriptional recruitment of Prp45 and the nineteen complex (NTC) to pre-mRNAs. We 

propose a model by which H3K36me and Eaf3 act between the pre-catalytic B complex and BACT 

complex to ensure proper spliceosome assembly and activation (Leung et al., 2019). In Chapter 

3, we discuss how splicing may play a role in regulating chromatin state in S. cerevisiae. For 

example. we show that inhibition of splicing using a temperature sensitive Prp45 mutant causes 

changes in H3K36me3 patterns on an ICG, suggesting a feedback loop between splicing and 

H3K36me3. Lastly, in Chapter 4, we discuss how H3K36me is involved in recruiting the 

spliceosome disassembly factor Prp43 to chromatin, further expanding the potential roles 

H3K36me has on regulating cotranscriptional splicing.  
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FIGURES 

 

Modified from (Hoskins and Moore, 2012). 

Figure 1.1. Assembly and activation of the spliceosome. The A complex (pre-spliceosome) is 

formed when the U1 snRNP assembles on the 5′SS and the U2 snRNP binds the branch site. 

The U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP is then recruited to form the B complex. Following destablization of the 

U1 and U4 snRNPs by ATPases Prp28 and Brr2, the BACT complex (activated spliceosome) is 

generated. The BACT complex is remodeled by ATPase Prp2, forming the B* complex (catalytically 

activated spliceosome). Following the first step of splicing, the C complex (catalytic step I 

spliceosome) is generated. The C complex is further remodeled by the ATPase Prp16 to generate 

the C* complex (catalytic step II spliceosome). Following exon ligation, the P complex 

(postcatalytic spliceosome) is generated. The ILS complex (intron lariat spliceosome) is formed 

following release of the ligated product.  
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H3K36 methylation and the chromodomain protein Eaf3 are required for proper 
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INTRODUCTION 

Spliceosome assembly occurs co-transcriptionally while the pre-mRNA is still tethered to the 

chromatin template by RNAPII. The basic repeat unit of chromatin is the nucleosome which is 

composed of DNA wrapped around an octamer of the core histones H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. 

Histones can be posttranslationally modified at their N-terminal ends and these modifications can 

regulate chromatin compaction and gene transcription (Kouzarides, 2007). Several studies have 

revealed that there is a link between nucleosome positioning and exon-intron structure, where 

nucleosome occupancy is higher on exons than in introns (Andersson et al., 2009; Schwartz et 

al., 2009; Spies et al., 2009; Tilgner et al., 2009). Additionally, certain histone modifications are 

preferentially found on exons. For example, in human, mouse, and worms, internal exons are 

enriched for H3K36 trimethylation (H3K36me3), suggesting that this histone modification marks 

exons at the chromatin level (Andersson et al., 2009; Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009; Spies et al., 

2009). Interestingly, H3K36me3 is enriched on constitutive exons compared to alternative exons 

(Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009).  

 H3K36 co-transcriptionally methylated by the histone methyltransferase Set2/Setd2 

(Krogan et al., 2003; Li et al., 2002; Strahl et al., 2002; Wagner and Carpenter, 2012). H3K36me3 

is enriched in the mid- to 3′ coding region of genes and is a highly-conserved transcription-

correlated histone mark (Barski et al., 2007; Weiner et al., 2015). Set2 interacts the C-terminal 

domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) via its Set2 Rpb1 interacting domain (SRI) when 

Ser2 of the CTD is phosphorylated and this interaction is necessary for the methylation of H3K36 

(Kizer et al., 2005; Li et al., 2003; Xiao et al., 2003). Set2 and its associated chromatin mark, 

H3K36 methylation (H3K36me), has been implicated in affecting many functions in the nucleus 

including transcription, DNA damage repair, and RNA splicing (McDaniel and Strahl, 2017).  
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 Studies in mammals have revealed that loss of H3K36me modulates alternative splicing 

(Guo et al., 2014; Luco et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2014). More recently, H3K36me was found to 

affect constitutive splicing genome-wide in S. cerevisiae via recruitment of the chromodomain 

protein Eaf3 and the splicing factor Prp45 (Leung et al., 2019). These past studies have focused 

on a “how chromatin affects splicing” model whereby the chromatin state regulates splicing locally. 

However, because splicing and transcription are tightly coordinated, a key question is how splicing 

affects the state of the chromatin. Specifically, because histone-modifying proteins have no DNA 

sequence specificity, what targets these modifiers to specific sites in different contexts? A non-

mutually exclusive model is that co-transcriptional spliceosome assembly and splicing can affect 

chromatin via recruitment of chromatin modifiers. Interestingly, a study by the Bentley group 

suggested that globally inhibiting splicing with spliceostatin A (SSA) affects proper establishment 

and maintenance of H3K36me3 levels in mammals (Kim et al., 2011). Addition of SSA to cells 

redistributes H3K36me3 from the 5′ to 3′ end of genes (Kim et al., 2011). Another report shows 

that splicing inhibition by addition of meayamycin or knockdown of splicing factor SAP130 reduces 

H3K36me3 and Setd2 recruitment to intron-containing genes (ICGs) (de Almeida et al., 2011). 

These two studies suggest that there may be a splicing and histone modification feedback loop 

that reinforces efficient splicing.  

 Here, we show that in S. cerevisiae, ICGs are enriched for H3K36me3 compared to 

intronless genes. Furthermore, we show that upon splicing inhibition using a temperature 

sensitive PRP45 mutant (prp45(1-169)), there is a shift in H3K36me3 to the 3′ end of an ICG. This 

chapter will explore the functional implications of these observations in splicing and highlight 

future experiments that will further elucidate how splicing affects the state of chromatin. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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We first investigated whether ICGs were enriched in the histone modification H3K36me3. We 

performed ChIP-seq on H3K36me3 and performed metagene analysis of H3K36me3 to compare 

occupancy in ICGs and intronless genes genome-wide (Figure 3.1). Genes were aligned from 

their annotated transcription start site (TSS) to their transcription termination site (TTS). The 

metagene plots also included 500 nucleotides (nt) upstream and downstream of their TSS and 

TTS, respectively. We observe that levels of H3K36me3 are low at the TSS and peak toward the 

3′ end of ICGs and intronless genes (Figure 3.1). Interestingly, levels of H3K36me3 are higher in 

ICGs compared to intronless genes, especially towards the 3′ end (Figure 3.1). This result 

suggests that placement of H3K36me3 on chromatin not only depends on transcription, but also 

by splicing. Although ICGs are enriched for H3K36me3, our previous results discussed in Chapter 

2 showed that only a subset of ICGs depend on Set2 and H3K36me for splicing. This may be 

because these ICGs tend to be lowly expressed and therefore need more “support” for efficient 

splicing, while highly expressed ICGs have strong local concentrations of the spliceosome at their 

loci and may not depend on H3K36me for its efficient splicing.  

It was observed that when splicing is inhibited with the splicing inhibitor SSA in mammalian 

cells, there is a global redistribution of H3K36me3 away from the 5′ end of ICGs toward the 3′ 

end, although the purpose of this repositioning has been unclear (Kim et al., 2011). We 

hypothesized that a similar redistribution of H3K36me3 may occur in budding yeast as well when 

splicing in inhibited. To begin to address this, we generated the temperature-sensitive mutant 

prp45(1-169) as previously described and characterized (Gahura et al., 2009) and confirmed that 

this mutant has a severe splicing defect at 37°C by performing RT-PCR on ICGs; an example is 

shown in Figure 3.2A. We then performed ChIP-qPCR of H3K36me3 on the gene ECM33 before 

and after shifting the strain to its non-permissive temperature of 37°C. ECM33 was chosen 

because its long second exon allows resolution of changes in the 3′ end of the gene. In wild-type 

cells at 37°C, H3K36me3 is low at the 5′ end of the ICG ECM33 but increases towards the 3′ end 
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(Figure 3.2B). Interestingly, we observe a shift in H3K36me3 from the 5′ to 3′ end of ECM33 in 

the prp45(1-169) at 37°C (Figure 3.2B). This result suggests that when splicing is inhibited using 

the temperature-sensitive mutant, normal levels and positioning of H3K36me3 is changed.  

Together, these results suggest that there may be a role for splicing in the establishment 

of normal levels and location of H3K36me3 on ICGs. We demonstrate that ICGs are enriched for 

H3K36me3, raising the possibility that the splicing machinery may recruit Set2 to these genes 

(Figure 3.1). Our previous study revealed that H3K36me recruits the splicing machinery to the 

chromatin (Leung et al., 2019). This leads to a model where Set2 is recruited to ICGs by Ser2-P 

RNAPII, where it can then co-transcriptionally deposit its H3K36me3 mark. Likely through a 

network of protein-protein interactions, spliceosome recruitment then enhances H3K36me3 at 

ICGs. Intriguingly, we also observe a shift in H3K36me3 toward the 3′ end of an actively 

transcribed gene when splicing is inhibited (Figure 3.2B). This redistribution of H3K36me3 could 

be correlated with quality control of splicing. For example, shifts in H3K36me3 may be a signal 

for disassembly factors to release stalled spliceosomes and discard the unspliced RNA. This 

possibility will be explored in more detail in Chapter 4.  

Future studies are needed to further characterize the molecular details of the interaction 

between the splicing machinery and H3K36me3. We plan to perform a genome-wide survey of 

H3K36me3 upon splicing inhibition by ChIP-seq. To efficiently inhibit splicing, we will employ an 

auxin-inducible degron (AID) system to specifically and rapidly degrade Prp45 to inhibit splicing. 

The AID system is a powerful tool for altering protein levels rapidly, and has been used previously 

to deplete splicing factors (Maudlin and Beggs, 2019; Mendoza-Ochoa et al., 2019). As another 

approach to inhibit splicing, we will also use pladienolide B to block splicing by inhibiting SF3B1. 

Pladienolide B has been used previously to inhibit splicing in yeast (Hansen et al., 2019). These 

experiments will allow us to assay how H3K36me3 positioning changes globally on ICGs and 
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intronless genes. In addition, we can perform ChIP-seq on late splicing factors to determine 

whether there are defects in release of these factors. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

H3K36me3 metagene analysis 

H3K36me3 ChIP-seq was performed as previously described (Leung et al., 2019). H3K36me3 

metagene profiles were generated using SeqPlots 3.7 (Stempor and Ahringer, 2016). The 

accession number for the H3K36me3 data is GEO: GSE120051. Genes used in this analysis are 

all intron-containing genes in S. cerevisiae.  

RNA isolation and RT-PCR  

RNA isolation was performed as previously described (Ares, 2012). Briefly, wild-type and prp45(1-

169) cells were grown at 30°C to an OD600 of 0.6. The cultures were then temperature shifted 

from 30°C to 37°C for 2 hours. Cells were pelleted and RNA was isolated by hot phenol:chloroform 

extraction followed by ethanol precipitation. Isolated RNA was treated with DNase (Roche) and 

cDNA was generated using the Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (ThermoFisher 

Scientific). Splicing analysis was performed using gene-specific primers as previously described 

(Leung et al., 2019). 

ChIP-qPCR 

ChIP-qPCR was performed as previously reported (Leung et al., 2019). Briefly, wild-type and 

prp45(1-169) cells were grown at 30°C to an OD600 of 0.6. The cultures were then temperature 

shifted to 37°C for 2 hours. Following the temperature shift, the cells were then crosslinked with 

1% formaldehyde for 15 minutes and quenched with 125 mM glycine for 5 minutes. Cells were 

pelleted and washed with 1X PBS. Cells were lysed and DNA was sonicated to an average length 

of 300 nt. Sonicated lysates were incubated with anti-H3K36me3 antibody (Abcam) overnight at 
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4°C. GammaBind G Beads (GE Healthcare) were added to the samples for 2 hours at 4°C. Beads 

were washed four times in lysis buffer and twice in TE. Beads were then resuspended in elution 

buffer and eluted sample was incubated overnight at 65°C to reverse crosslinks. Following 

incubation with with RNase A (ThermoFisher) and Proteinase K (Roche), DNA was eluted by 

column purification. qPCR with gene-specific primers was performed using iTaq Universal SYBR 

(Bio-Rad). Gene-specific primers for ECM33 and the non-transcribed region have been described 

previously (Leung et al., 2019). 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 3.1. H3K36me3 is enriched in ICGs. Metagene plot of H3K36me3 on all ICGs and non-

ICGs from 500 bp upstream of the transcription start site (TSS) to 300 bp downstream of the 

transcription termination site (TTS).  
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Figure 3.2. Splicing inhibition affects H3K36me3 levels. A. RT-PCR analysis of wild-type 

30°C, wild-type 37°C, eaf3∆ 30°C and prp45(1-169) 37°C. Products were run on a 1.8% gel. B. 

Occupancy of H3K36me3 on ECM33 relative to a non-transcribed region (NTR) on Chr. V in wild-

type (light grey bars) and prp45(1-169) (dark grey bars). Bars represent an average of three 

biological replicates. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). Student’s t test 

was used to test for significance.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Pre-mRNA splicing and transcription both take place in close proximity to chromatin structure and 

are closely linked (Alpert et al., 2017; Merkhofer et al., 2014). snRNP and non-snRNP proteins 

have been shown to be recruited to pre-mRNA as it is being actively transcribed by RNAPII in 

both yeast and mammalian cells and splicing catalysis occurs before transcription termination 

(Alpert et al., 2017; Oesterreich et al., 2016). Because splicing and transcription are tightly 

coupled, perturbation of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) elongation rates can affect constitutive and 

alternative splicing (de la Mata et al., 2003; Howe et al., 2003; Lacadie et al., 2006). Additionally, 

the carboxy terminal domain (CTD) of RNAPII has been suggested to recruit splicing factors to 

sites of transcription (Misteli and Spector, 1999; Nojima et al., 2018).  

 There is also strong evidence that changes to chromatin affect splicing (Hnilicová and 

Staněk, 2011). In eukaryotic cell nuclei, histones compact and structure DNA into nucleosomes, 

and the histone tails are posttranslationally modified to affect chromatin structure and function 

(Kouzarides, 2007). In mammals, nucleosomes are preferentially positioned over internal exons 

independent of transcription level and certain histone modifications are more prevalent on exons 

compared to introns (Andersson et al., 2009). Recent studies have also revealed that histone 

modifications are involved in recruiting the splicing machinery to chromatin (Leung et al., 2019; 

Luco et al., 2010; Sims et al., 2007).  

Remarkably, purification of chromatin-associated RNA fractions from cells has allowed for 

the genome-wide study of chromatin-associated transcripts. In a recent study, high-throughput 

sequencing of chromatin-associated RNA revealed accumulation of fully transcribed and partially 

unspliced transcripts still bound to chromatin, suggesting that the transcripts are bound to the 

chromatin until they are fully spliced (Bhatt et al., 2012). However, it is not clear how the 

spliceosome remains associated with the chromatin until splicing is completed. 
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Prp43: a DEAH-box spliceosomal disassembly factor.  

Prp43 is an essential DEAH-box RNA ATPase that is involved the late stages of splicing in S. 

cerevisiae. Prp43 is required for the ATP-dependent release of the lariat-intron and the 

disassembly of the post-splicing complex (Arenas and Abelson, 1997). The G-patch protein 

Ntr1/Spp382 is required for activation of the ATPase activity of Prp43. Ntr1/Spp382 binds to Prp43 

in vivo and stimulates its RNA unwinding activity in vitro, although the actual substrate(s) for the 

Prp43-driven unwinding activity are not known (Tsai et al., 2007).  

Intriguingly, Prp43 not only promotes spliceosome disassembly after optimal pre-mRNA 

splicing, but also participates in the dissociation of spliceosomes stalled with suboptimal 

substrates at both the first and second catalytic steps of splicing, indicating that Prp43 plays an 

important role in proofreading and fidelity in splicing (Koodathingal et al., 2010; Mayas et al., 

2010). Prp43 is required for the release of pre-mRNA rejected by Prp16 and splicing intermediates 

prior to 5′ splice cleavage (Koodathingal et al., 2010). Prp43 also discards suboptimal 

intermediates that have been stalled in the DEAH-box Prp22-mediated rejection pathway (Mayas 

et al., 2010). Hence, Prp43 is responsible for entry into the non-reversible discard pathway and 

couples discard to rejection (Figure 4.1).  However, the role of Prp43 in this discard pathway in 

the context of co-transcriptional splicing is not known. 

Because of its role in spliceosome disassembly and in the non-reversible RNA discard 

pathway, Prp43 is an interesting target in the regulation of splicing. Recent studies show that the 

second step of pre-mRNA splicing is highly regulated. For example, in fission yeast Prp43 has 

been shown to be not only involved in the discard of suboptimal or defective substrates, but also 

in the release of the functional telomerase RNA product, generated from release of RNA before 

the second catalytic step (Chen et al., 2014). Moreover, in mammals it is known that almost all 

pre-mRNA splicing occurs while the transcript is still attached to the chromatin, so the timing of 
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the release of the product is critical (Bhatt et al., 2012). Interestingly, there is a recent report that 

splicing factors that drive energy-dependent spliceosome rearrangements (such as EFTUD2) 

during splicing are bound directly to chromatin (Guo et al., 2014). In S. cerevisiae, high-throughput 

studies hint at potential physical interactions between Prp43 and chromatin and chromatin-

associated proteins, such as the core histones, H2A.Z, and components of the SWI/SNF complex 

(Lebaron et al., 2005). Furthermore, a recent report from our lab showed that in the absence of 

the histone variant H2A.Z in S. cerevisiae, transcription elongation and spliceosome kinetics are 

disrupted creating an environment whereby Prp43 can disassemble stalled spliceosomes (Neves 

et al., 2017). These observations lead to a model whereby Prp43 interacts either directly or 

indirectly with chromatin to disassemble spliceosomes following optimal or defective splicing and 

that splicing fidelity is compromised when Prp43 is not associated with nucleosomes. 

 Here, we show Prp43 physically interacts with chromatin and that this interaction is not 

dependent on the presence of RNA. We also show that Set2 and its associated chromatin mark, 

H3K36me3, are important for Prp43’s interaction with chromatin. Additionally, decreased 

expression of intron-containing genes (ICGs) abrogates the interaction between Prp43 and 

chromatin. The interaction between Prp43 and its splicing cofactor Ntr1/Spp382 decreases as 

well, suggesting that Prp43’s splicing function is important for its interaction with chromatin and 

vice versa. Further studies will be done to elucidate the role of chromatin in regulating Prp43’s 

function in the discard pathway when splicing is slow or inhibited.  

RESULTS 

Prp43 shows RNA-independent interaction with Histone H3.   

If Prp43 facilitates disassembly of spliceosomes co-transcriptionally, we predicated that Prp43 

may associate with chromatin. We first endogenously HA-tagged Prp43 in a haploid yeast strain 

(Prp43-3HA). Exponentially growing cells from the Prp43-3HA strain were lysed and the soluble 
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proteins were separated from the chromatin-enriched insoluble pellet by centrifugation at 15,000 

x g. Previous studies showed that, because of their high molecular weight, the chromatin fibers 

migrate with the pellet (Kai et al., 2001; Li and Stern, 2005). Western blot analysis of the fractions 

with an anti-Histone H3 antibody confirmed that the insoluble pellet was chromatin-enriched 

compared to the supernatant (Figure 4.2A). Western blotting of the fractions with an anti-HA 

antibody showed that Prp43 is present in both the soluble and insoluble fractions (Figure 4.2A). 

Due to its role in the final maturation steps of rRNA in the cytoplasm, it was not surprising to detect 

Prp43 in the soluble fraction (Pertschy et al., 2009). Pgk1, a highly soluble protein that localizes 

to the cytoplasm, was immunoblotted to confirm proper separation of soluble and insoluble 

proteins (Figure 4.2A). These data suggest that Prp43 is associated with the insoluble chromatin 

pellet.  

 Due to the co-transcriptional nature of splicing, however, it is possible that Prp43 is present 

in the chromatin-enriched fraction because it interacts either directly or indirectly with the 

elongating pre-mRNA undergoing splicing on the chromatin. To address this, we performed a co-

immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiment between Histone H3 and Prp43. Exponentially growing 

cells from the Prp43-3HA strain were lysed and the whole cell extract (WCE) was subjected to 

micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion to release soluble chromatin. WCEs were then treated 

with RNase A and RNase T1 for 30 minutes at 37°C to degrade RNA present in the extracts. An 

anti-Histone H3 antibody was used to immunoprecipitate bulk chromatin from the cell lysates and 

co-precipitating proteins were then detected by Western blotting. Prp43-3HA was observed to co-

precipitate with Histone H3, and that this interaction persists under RNase conditions, suggesting 

that this interaction occurs even in the absence of RNA (Figure 4.2B) 

Prp43’s interaction with chromatin is stimulated by Set2 and its chromatin mark 

H3K36me3. 
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Histone marks have been shown to affect splicing and mediate interactions between splicing 

factors and histones (Hnilicová and Staněk, 2011). Although less than 5% of all genes in S. 

cerevisiae contain an intron, ICGs account for almost one-third of total cellular transcription (Ares 

et al., 1999). We hypothesized that chromatin marks associated with active transcription (i.e. 

H3K36me3) may direct recruitment of Prp43 to actively transcribed ICGs, which are enriched for 

H3K36me3 (Leung et al., 2019). We prepared WCEs from wild-type and set2∆ cells and 

separated the soluble from the chromatin-enriched insoluble fraction by high-speed centrifugation 

as described above. We then probed for Prp43-3HA in each fraction by Western blotting (Figure 

4.3A). Prp43-3HA is de-enriched in the insoluble pellet in set2∆ cells decreases compared to wild-

type cells (Figure 4.3A). To complement this analysis, we immunoprecipitated H3K36me3, the 

chromatin mark associated with Set2, in wild-type cells and observe that Prp43-3HA 

coimmunoprecipitates with H3K36me3 marked chromatin (Figure 4.3B). In addition, when we 

repeat the Histone H3‒Prp43-3HA co-IP experiment in set2∆ cells, we observe that interaction 

between Histone H3 and Prp43-3HA decreases compared to wild-type (Figure 4.3C). This 

decrease in interaction between Prp43 and Histone H3 may be due a decrease in ICG expression 

in set2∆ cells. However, we have previously shown that expression of ICGs do not change 

significantly in set2∆ compared to wild-type cells (Leung et al., 2019). 

To test whether there is a functional interaction between Prp43 and Set2, we generated a 

temperature-sensitive (ts) mutant of Prp43—prp43-1. At its permissive temperature of 25°C, 

prp43-1 grows similarly to wild-type cells, but when it is grown at 37°C, there is a severe growth 

defect (Figure 4.3D). When the prp43-1 ts mutation is combined with a SET2 knockout, we 

observe an even more drastic growth defect (Figure 4.3D). These results suggest that Prp43 and 

Set2 play supporting roles in a common process. 

  Proteins that bind to methylated histone lysines often contain a domain such as a 

chromodomain, PHD finger, PWWP, or WD40 repeats (Wilkinson and Gozani, 2014). Because 
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Prp43 lacks a domain that is known to bind methylated histone lysines, it is possible that Prp43’s 

interaction with chromatin is indirect, suggesting that another protein may be mediating the 

interaction between Prp43 and methylated histones. A potential interacting protein may be Eaf3, 

which has been implicated in mediating interaction between Prp45 and chromatin in S. cerevisiae 

(Leung et al., 2019). Experiments to address this possibility are in progress. 

 Additionally, we are addressing the possibility that Prp43 interacts directly with histones 

by using a histone peptide array with histone tail peptides containing a range of posttranslational 

modifications. These experiments require purified Prp43 protein. To purify recombinant Prp43, 

we transformed the plasmid pET16-PRP43, which expresses an N-terminal 6His-tagged wild-type 

Prp43 under the control of a T7 promoter, into the E. coli strain BL21-Codon Plus(DE3)RIL. 1 mg 

of recombinant 6His-tagged Prp43 was purified by affinity chromatography from a 50 mL culture 

of E. coli. The elution profile was gauged by SDS-PAGE (Figure 4.3E). Following purification, we 

used an ATPase assay and have confirmed that the purified protein has ATPase activity (data 

not shown). With active, purified recombinant Prp43, we plan on applying it to the histone peptide 

array to determine which, if any, modified peptides Prp43 may directly interact with.  

Prp43’s interaction with chromatin decreases when ICGs are downregulated. 

One interesting feature of Prp43 is that its nuclear versus cytoplasmic activities are regulated by 

interacting proteins that act in different compartments (Robert-Paganin et al., 2015).  These 

proteins contain a glycine-rich patch (G-patch) that facilitates Prp43 interaction. One model that 

this suggests is that Prp43 is recruited to the sites at which it acts through its G-patch interacting 

co-factors. In fact, it was shown that overexpression of certain G-patch proteins leads to 

redistribution of Prp43 within the cell (Heininger et al., 2016). 

Rapamycin is a chemical that inhibits the TOR kinases that regulate cell proliferation and 

mRNA translation in yeast (Thomas and Hall, 1997). Additionally, rapamycin globally represses 
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expression of the highly expressed ribosomal protein genes (Cardenas et al., 1999; 

Venkataramanan et al., 2017). In S. cerevisiae, nearly one-third of all ICGs are ribosomal protein 

genes (RPGs) and ribosomal protein mRNAs account for nearly 90% of all mRNA transcripts from 

intron-containing genes (Ares et al., 1999). To determine whether Prp43 indeed interacts with 

chromatin only when ICGs are transcribed (i.e. when Prp43 is performing is splicing function) we 

treated actively growing cells with rapamycin and performed a co-IP experiment between Prp43-

3HA and Histone H3. Addition of rapamycin to cells resulted in a significant reduction in the 

interaction between Prp43 and Histone H3 (Figure 4.4A). This result suggests that when ICGs 

are not actively transcribed, Prp43 is not enriched on chromatin since there is less need to 

disassemble spliceosomes.   

We also considered the possibility that the addition of rapamycin leads to Prp43 re-

distribution in the cell. We analyzed Prp43 interaction with G-patch proteins in the presence of 

rapamycin and observed that Prp43’s interaction with Spp382/Ntr1, the G-patch protein involved 

in activating Prp43 for spliceosome disassembly, was disrupted. However, Prp43’s interaction 

with Sqs1, the G-patch protein involved in activating Prp43 for ribosomal biogenesis, did not 

change (Figure 4.4B). So while expression of intron-containing RNAs helps direct Prp43 

interaction with chromatin and splicing factors, the cytoplasmic interactions are not affected. This 

result also suggests a potential model where Spp382/Ntr1 binds to Prp43 and then directs Prp43 

to the chromatin for cotranscriptional spliceosome disassembly. When ICGs are downregulated 

upon addition of rapamycin, interaction between Prp43 and Spp382/Ntr1 decreases because 

there is less need for spliceosome disassembly.  

Co-transcriptional recruitment of Prp43 to ICGs can be assayed by ChIP. 

One of the long outstanding questions has been when and where DExH/D family proteins 

associate with their substrates co-transcriptionally. Due to their weak and transient interactions 
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with the spliceosome it has not been clear how readily the cotranscriptional association could be 

detected by standard methods. To address this, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation 

(ChIP)-qPCR to investigate occupancy of Prp43 along the ICG ECM33. Satisfingly, we were able 

to capture Prp43 on this particular ICG; Figure 4.5 shows the fold accumulation of Prp43-3HA on 

ECM33 relative to the non-transcribed region (NTR) in a wild-type strain. Prp43 is most enriched 

toward the end of the gene, which correlates well with the fact that H3K36me3 is more enriched 

toward the 3′ end of genes as well as the fact that Prp43 primarily acts at the end of splicing. 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Splicing is tightly coordinated with gene transcription and studies have shown that splicing and 

transcription are not only coupled in time, but also functionally (Alpert et al., 2017; Merkhofer et 

al., 2014). A model for the kinetic coupling of splicing and transcription suggests that there is an 

optimal elongation rate for proper RNA splicing and processing (Fong et al., 2014; Neves et al., 

2017). This model suggests that spliceosome disassembly and release may be affected when 

this kinetic coupling is perturbed (due to a change in the chromatin environment or other factors), 

leading to release of the spliceosome on the chromatin. Because Prp43 is involved in 

disassembling the spliceosome following optimal and defective splicing, we considered the 

possibility that Prp43 interacts with chromatin to affect spliceosome release. 

Prp43 physically interacts with chromatin. 

We demonstrate that the ATPase Prp43 physically interacts with Histone H3, a core histone 

protein, by co-IP (Figure 4.2B). We also show that this interaction persists in the presence of 

RNase, suggesting that Prp43’s interaction with chromatin is not through chromatin and instead 

may be interacting directly or indirectly with chromatin (Figure 4.2B).  

H3K36 methylation is one of the most well-studied histone modifications in the regulation 

of co-transcriptional splicing (Andersson et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2011; 
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Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009; Leung et al., 2019; Luco et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2014; Sorenson 

et al., 2016). We previously demonstrated that H3K36me recruits the splicing machinery to 

chromatin via the chromodomain protein Eaf3 (Leung et al., 2019). Here, we show that Prp43 

interacts with H3K36me3 and that Set2 has a role in mediating the interaction between Prp43 and 

chromatin (Figure 4.3B,C). These results suggest that H3K36me may not only be recruiting early 

splicing factors for efficient co-transcriptional spliceosome assembly, but also factors that are 

involved in the disassembly of the spliceosome. To further explore the Prp43‒H3K36me3 

interaction, we plan to assay whether this interaction is direct via histone peptide array and identify 

domains in Prp43 that are important for this interaction.  

A possible role for H3K36me3 in the spliceosome discard pathway. 

In mammals, H3K36me3 shifts from the 5′ end of genes to the 3′ end when splicing is inhibited 

using the splicing inhibitor spliceostatin A (Kim et al., 2011). We also show that a similar shift in 

H3K36me3 positioning occurs in yeast when splicing is inhibited using a ts prp45 mutant (Figure 

3.2B). We propose that H3K36me3 may be a signal to recruit proofreading factors such as Prp43 

to disassemble stalled spliceosomes on the nascent pre-mRNA. To uncover the mechanism by 

which Prp43 directs release of co-transcriptionally spliced RNA and/or RNAs to be discarded, we 

performed Prp43 ChIP-qPCR in wild-type and were able to detect Prp43 recruitment to the ICG 

ECM33 (Figure 4.5). We next plan to perform Prp43 ChIP-seq to observe distribution of Prp43 

occupancy genome-wide under wild-type and prp45 ts conditions. In addition to using the ts prp45 

mutant, we will also look at Prp43 occupancy in Prp2, 16, and 22 mutants, all of which trigger 

Prp43 disassembly. We plan to either use ts mutants of these ATPases or rapidly degrade these 

proteins using a degron system. In addition, we will look at how H3K36me3 changes in these 

mutants and Prp43 occupancy will be compared to H3K36me3 in wild-type cells and in the Prp 

mutant backgrounds. 
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While it is understood that splicing and transcription are coupled, the ramifications of 

splicing occurring on chromatin has been unclear. Here, we propose that Prp43 interacts with 

chromatin and regulates the time the pre-mRNA remains chromatin-associated. We propose that 

Prp43 physically interacts with the chromatin to disassemble wild-type spliceosomes and also 

stalled spliceosomes, releasing the RNA to the nucleoplasm for export or degradation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Yeast strains, media, and growth 

The yeast strains used in this study are listed in Table 4.1. Strains were grown in YPD (1% yeast 

extract, 2% peptone, and 2% dextrose) at 30°C under constant shaking to an OD600 of 0.6‒0.8. 

The set2∆ mutant was obtained from GE Dharmacon. Tagged strains were generated as 

previously described (Longtine et al., 1998). For rapamycin treatment, cultures were grown to an 

OD600 of 0.5 and then incubated with 200 ng/µL rapamycin for 30 minutes. 

Generating whole cell extracts 

Cell pellets were resuspended in 400‒700 µL FA lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM 

NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM PMSF) with protease 

inhibitors. 500 µm diameter acid-washed beads (Biospec) were added to the resuspension and 

subsequently continuously vortexed for 5 minutes at 4°C. Beads and cell debris were removed 

by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm at 4°C.  

Separating soluble and insoluble fractions 

50 mL yeast cultures were grown to an OD600 of 0.8 and pelleted. WCE were generated and 

subjected to centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and 

labeled as the soluble fraction. 2X SDS-PAGE loading buffer was added to the supernatant and 

the sample was boiled for 5 minutes at 95°C. The insoluble pellet was resuspended in 1X SDS-
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PAGE loading buffer and subsequently boiled for 10 minutes at 95°C. The supernatant and pellet 

fractions were run on a 10‒15% SDS-PAGE gel and subjected to Western blotting with anti-HA 

(Roche, 12CA5), anti-H3 (Abcam, 1791), and anti-Pgk1 (ThermoFisher, 22C5D8) antibodies. 

Co-immunoprecipitation 

150 mL yeast cultures were grown to an OD600 of 0.8 and pelleted. Pellets were then lysed in FA 

lysis buffer with protease inhibitors by bead beating and cleared by high speed centrifugation. 700 

µL of lysate was removed for the immunoprecipitation (IP) fraction. 10 µL was removed for the 

input (IN) fraction. 4 µg of anti-H3 or anti-Myc (Roche, 9E10) antibody was added to the IP fraction 

and the sample was placed on a nutator at 4°C overnight. 25 µL of GammaBind G beads (GE 

Healthcare) was then added to the IP sample and incubated for 2 hours at 4°C. Beads were 

washed four times with FA lysis buffer and the bound proteins were eluted with 2X SDS-PAGE 

loading buffer by boiling at 95°C for 5 minutes. IN and IP samples were then subjected to SDS-

PAGE followed by Western blot analysis. 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation 

50 mL yeast cultures were grown to an OD600 of 0.8 and crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde for 15 

minutes at room temperature. Crosslinking was then quenched after adding 125 mM glycine for 

5 minutes. Cells were then pelleted and flash frozen in liquid N2. WCEs were generated and 

subjected to sonication for a total sonication time of 7.5 minutes at 15% amplitude (300 bp 

average sonicated DNA size). Sonicated lysates were cleared by high speed centrifugation. 500 

µL of supernatant was removed for ChIP and 10 µL was saved as the input fraction. 4 µg of anti-

HA antibody was added to the supernatant and the sample was incubated at 4°C overnight on a 

nutator. 25 µL of GammaBind G beads were added to the samples for 2 hours at 4°C. Beads 

were washed four times in FA lysis buffer and two times in TE (10 mM Tris pH 8, 1 mM EDTA). 

Beads were then incubated with elution buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8, 5 mM EDTA, 1% SDS) for 10 
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minutes at 65°C. The eluted samples were then incubated at 65°C overnight to reverse crosslinks. 

The following day, the decrosslinked samples were subjected to RNase and Proteinase K 

treatment. DNA was then isolated by column purification and qPCR analysis was then performed 

using gene-specific primers. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 4.1. Adapted from (Hoskins and Moore, 2012). Prp43 is involved in the spliceosome 

discard pathway. 
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Figure 4.2. Prp43 is associated with chromatin. A. Western blot analysis of whole cell extracts 

(WCE), supernatant (S), and pellet (P) fractions. Presence of Prp43-3HA, Pgk1, and Histone H3 

was assayed in each fraction. B. Whole cell extracts were prepared by glass bead disruption. 

Bulk chromatin was immunoprecipitated with a histone H3-specific antibody. Prp43-HA was 

subsequently detected by SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis. Lane 1 is 1% input. Samples 

were incubated with RNase (20 U) where indicated. 
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Figure 4.3. Set2-mediated H3K36 methylation is required for Prp43 binding to chromatin. 

A. Whole cell extracts from wild-type and set2∆ cells were subjected to a high-speed spin to 

separate soluble and insoluble fractions. Prp43, Pgk1, and Histone H3 levels were detected by 

Western blot analysis in the whole cell extract (WCE), supernatant (S), and insoluble chromatin-

enriched pellet (P). B. Whole cell extracts were prepared from a Prp43-HA strain. H3K36me3 was 

immunoprecipitated using a polyclonal antibody against H3K36me3. Prp43 was then detected by 

SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis. Lane 1 is 1% input. C. Whole cell extracts were prepared 

by glass bead disruption. Bulk chromatin was immunoprecipitated with a histone H3-specific 

antibody. Prp43, Pgk1, and Histone H3 were subsequently detected by SDS-PAGE and western 

blot analysis. Lane 1 is 1% input. D. Growth analysis of wild-type, set2∆, prp43-1, and set2∆ 

prp43-1 cells on YPD plates at 25C and 37C. Each spot is a 10-fold dilution. Plates were incubated 

for 2‒3 days prior to imaging. E. SDS-PAGE analysis of purified recombinant 6His-Prp43. 
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Samples were run on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel and was subsequently stained with SimplyBlue 

SafeStain. 
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Figure 4.4. Prp43’s interaction with chromatin depends on transcription of ICGs. A. Co-IP 

analysis between Prp43-3HA and Histone H3. Cells were incubated with DMSO or rapamycin 

where indicated. Samples were run on a 15% SDS-PAGE gel and western blot analysis was 

performed. Input is 1% of total lysate. B. Co-IP analysis between Spp382-13Myc and Prp43-3HA 

(left) and Sqs1-13Myc and Prp43-3HA (right). Cells were incubated with rapamycin where 

incubated with DMSO or rapamycin where indicated. Samples were run on a 10% SDS-PAGE 

gel and western blot analysis was performed. Input is 1% of total lysate. 
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Figure 4.5. Prp43 is co-transcriptionally recruited to ICG ECM33. Occupancy of Prp43-3HA 

on ECM33 relative to a non-transcribed region (NTR) on Chr. V.  
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Table 4.1. Yeast strains used in this study  

   

Name Genotype Reference 

BY4741 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0 
Open 
Biosystems 

TJY7170 MATa set2∆::KANMX4 his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0 
GE 
Dharmacon 

TJY7287 MATa PRP43-HA::KANMX4 his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0 This study 

TJY7288 
MATa set2∆::KANMX4 PRP43-HA:HIS3MX6 his3∆1 leu2∆0 
met15∆0 ura3∆0 This study 

TJY7289 
MATa PRP43-HA::HIS3MX6 SPP382-Myc::KANMX4 his3∆1 leu2∆0 
met15∆0 ura3∆0 This study 

TJY7290 
MATa PRP43-HA::HIS3MX6 SQS1-Myc::KANMX4 his3∆1 leu2∆0 
met15∆0 ura3∆0 This study 
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CHAPTER 5: 

 

 

 

 

Concluding remarks and perspectives 
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Since it was discovered that splicing is cotranscriptional, studies in yeast to higher eukaryotes 

have implicated the transcriptional machinery and chromatin in regulating splicing. An optimal rate 

of transcription elongation by RNAPII is necessary for proper constitutive and alternative splicing 

(Fong et al., 2014). Furthermore, the phosphorylation state of the CTD tail of RNAPII has been 

proposed affect splicing, possibly by recruiting splicing factors to sites of transcription (Das et al., 

2007; Hirose et al., 1999; Komarnitsky et al., 2000). Chromatin has also been implicated in 

affecting splicing outcomes (Hnilicová and Staněk, 2011). In this dissertation, we demonstrate 

how chromatin, specifically chromatin modification, regulates cotranscriptional splicing and vice 

versa.  

 We show that the histone methyltransferase Set2 and its associated histone mark H3K36 

methylation are important for constitutive splicing in S. cerevisiae (Leung et al., 2019). We 

demonstrate that Set2 is required for Eaf3 recruitment to ICGs and that Eaf3 interacts with all five 

spliceosomal snRNAs. Furthermore, we show that Eaf3 physically interacts with the splicing factor 

Prp45, the human ortholog of SKIP. Loss of Eaf3 results in inefficient cotranscriptional recruitment 

of Prp45 to nascent transcripts. This study reveals a novel mechanism by which a histone 

modification recruits the splicing machinery to chromatin for cotranscriptional splicing in yeast. 

 Although we have shown a role for Eaf3 to stabilize Prp45 for proper cotranscriptional 

spliceosome assembly, it does not rule out that transcription changes in the absence of Eaf3 or 

H3K36me may affect splicing outcomes. We plan on performing native elongating transcript 

sequencing (NET-seq) to quantitatively measure how RNAPII elongation changes in the mutants 

and relate them to the splicing changes we previously observed. It is important to note the 

experiments performed to determine Set2’s role in regulating cotranscriptional splicing has been 

performed at steady state conditions. For future studies, we plan to perform metabolic labeling of 

newly synthesized RNAs with 4-thiouridine (4sU) to further dissect how transcription and splicing 

changes in the absence of H3K36me. By performing 4sU-sequencing at different time points, we 
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may see an even greater splicing defect in the H3K36me and eaf3∆ mutants since we will be able 

to capture these unspliced RNAs before they are degraded. Furthermore, we will be able to 

determine whether transcription changes have a role in affecting splicing outcomes in the 

mutants.  

 In addition to recruiting Prp45 to chromatin, we also demonstrate a role for H3K36me in 

recruitment of the spliceosome disassembly factor Prp43. Although it is understood that splicing 

occurs cotranscriptionally, it is not well understood how spliceosomes are disassembled and 

discarded cotranscriptionally. A study from the Smale group suggested that transcripts are 

retained on chromatin until fully spliced in mammals (Bhatt et al., 2012). We hypothesize that 

Prp43 is recruited to chromatin to release pre-mRNAs and disassemble spliceosomes. We show 

that Prp43 physically interacts with chromatin and that this interaction is not dependent on RNA, 

but dependent on presence of H3K36me. We also show that Prp43’s interaction with chromatin 

is due to its splicing function and not due to its other functions in the cell. Lastly, we show that we 

can capture Prp43 on nascent transcripts via ChIP-qPCR which will allow further studies on how 

Prp43 is recruited to chromatin to perform its disassembly function cotranscriptionally. 

 Although there have been many studies on how chromatin affects splicing, there has been 

increasing interest in how splicing may affect the state of the chromatin. The Bentley and Carmo-

Fonseca groups have shown that inhibition of splicing results in changes in normal H3K36me3 

patterns in mammals (de Almeida et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011). We hypothesized that splicing 

may have a role in establishing proper levels on H3K36me3 on ICGs to maintain a 

splicing/H3K36me feedback regulatory loop. By ChIP-seq, we show that ICGs are enriched for 

H3K36me3 throughout the gene body compared to non-ICGs. Furthermore, we show that a 

similar shift in H3K36me3 from the 5′ to 3′ end of genes occurs in yeast when splicing is inhibited 

with the prp45(1-169) temperature-sensitive mutant. We propose that this shift in H3K36me3 is a 
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signal for the spliceosome disassembly factor Prp43 to discard stalled spliceosomes on chromatin 

and to release the tethered pre-mRNA.  

  The studies presented here demonstrate a clear role for chromatin in directly regulating 

cotranscriptional splicing. H3K36 methylation has been shown to be critical for not only proper 

spliceosome assembly, but also possibly for spliceosome disassembly and discard. Future 

studies are needed to dissect the molecular mechanisms of the crosstalk between splicing and 

chromatin modifications, particularly how splicing affects normal patterns of histone modifications.  
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Antisense splicing in set2∆ cells. 
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Deletion of the SET2 gene leads to increased cryptic and antisense transcription in S. cerevisiae 

due to loss of binding of Rpd3S histone deacetyltransferase complex to transcribed regions 

(Carrozza et al., 2005; Joshi and Struhl, 2005; Keogh et al., 2005; Venkatesh et al., 2016). 

Although the implications of cryptic and antisense transcripts in yeast are still largely unknown, 

recent studies have begun to elucidate their functions. Set2 and H3K36me has been implicated 

in nutrient stress response in yeast (McDaniel et al., 2017). Upon nutrient stress, antisense 

transcripts interfere with transcription of sense transcripts, implying that Set2 is required for 

transcriptional fidelity (McDaniel et al., 2017). A subsequent study revealed that loss of Set2 lead 

to increased antisense transcription of cell cycle regulated genes and thus misregulating 

transcription of the sense transcript (Dronamraju et al., 2018). Through stranded RNA-seq of wild-

type and set2∆ cells, we confirm that loss of SET2 leads to an accumulation of antisense 

transcription genome-wide (Figure A.1). Furthermore, lowly expressed genes are more 

susceptible to having increased antisense transcription (Figure A.1).  

 Interestingly, some of these antisense transcripts have novel splicing events. LEU4, a 

gene encoding a protein involved in the leucine biosynthesis pathway, was determined to show a 

strong and significant increase in antisense splicing events. We performed antisense-specific 

PCR and confirmed the presence of a spliced RNA that arises from the LEU4 gene in set2∆ cells 

(Figure A.2). Under wild-type conditions, these splicing events are not observed because 

antisense LEU4 transcripts are low. However, when SET2 is deleted, antisense transcription of 

LEU4 increases, and therefore makes it possible to observe spliced antisense transcripts. Future 

studies will focus on determining the conditions under which this antisense transcript is abundant 

and whether this transcript is involved in regulating the leucine biosynthesis pathway.  
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FIGURES 

 

Figure A.1. Lowly abundant genes have more antisense transcription. XY-scatter plot of 

wild-type sense RPKM levels compared to antisense/sense ratio in set2∆ cells.   
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Figure A.2. LEU4 undergoes antisense splicing. LEU4 antisense-specific RT-PCR. Samples 

were run on an 8% PAGE gel. 
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